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end products of processing. These data may have implications re-
garding clinical evaluation and rehabilitation procedures that should 
be tailored specifically for this unique group of patients.

 © 2015 S. Karger AG, Basel 

     Introduction  

With the continuous increase in life expectancy, a growing 
number of older adults are in need of hearing habilitation by means 
of cochlear implants (CI). It is generally agreed that postlingually 
deafened older adults benefit from CI, and a growing body of evi-
dence shows improvements in speech perception, communica-
tion, and quality of life after implantation [e.g. see review by Clark 
et al., 2012; Cloutier et al., 2014]. Nonetheless, wide variability in 
speech perception performance is reported with some studies 
showing similar [e.g. Budenz et al., 2011], and others reporting di-
minished outcome [e.g. Roberts et al., 2013] compared to that of 
young adults with CI.

  The benefits derived from CI are routinely assessed by means 
of speech perception tests presented in quiet and in noise. These 
tests are sensitive, to some extent, to the difficulties encountered 
by older CI recipients but do not tap into the cognitive aspects of 
speech recognition that are expended during communication and 
are known to decline with increasing age. Prominent among these 
are deficits in attention, general speed of processing, memory,
and inhibitory capabilities [see review by Hasher and Zacks, 1988;
Pichora-Fuller and Singh, 2006] that together with central audi-
tory processing have been shown to predict a significant propor-
tion of the variance in speech perception in challenging listening 
conditions [Anderson et al., 2013].

  A potential objective means for assessing auditory processing 
capabilities with a CI are electrophysiological measures. Specifi-
cally, auditory event-related potentials (AERPs) allow evaluation 
of the time course of cortical information processing, from early 
perceptual to later postperceptual, cognitive stages. Thus far, 
AERP data provided compelling evidence regarding the timing 
and strength of the neural events underlying speech perception in 
younger postlingually deafened CI recipients [Beynon et al., 2005; 
Henkin et al., 2009]. In most studies, tones and/or speech stimuli 
(vowels, syllables) were implemented in oddball discrimination 
tasks. For example, Henkin et al. [2009] presented a hierarchical 
set of syllables that differed by one phonetic contrast and showed 
comparable P3 potentials in CI recipients and normal-hearing 
(NH) controls when the acoustic cues to the perception of the pho-
netic contrast were accessible (e.g. vowel place). Only when acces-
sibility to the essential temporal and/or spectral cues was reduced, 
as in the place of articulation contrast, did CI recipients exhibit 
delayed (prolonged P3 latencies) and less synchronous (reduced 
amplitudes) central speech-sound processing compared to NH lis-
teners. Thus, despite the contribution of top-down processes (i.e. 
stored mental representation of phonetic categories that were ac-
quired prior to the loss of hearing), compromised bottom-up pro-
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  Abstract  

With the growing number of older adults receiving cochlear implants 
(CI), there is general agreement that substantial benefits can be 
gained. Nonetheless, variability in speech perception performance is 
high, and the relative contribution and interactions among periph-
eral, central-auditory, and cognitive factors are not fully understood. 
The goal of the present study was to compare auditory-cognitive pro-
cessing in older-adult CI recipients with that of older normal-hearing 
(NH) listeners by means of behavioral and electrophysiologic manifes-
tations of a high-load cognitive task. Auditory event-related poten-
tials (AERPs) were recorded from 9 older postlingually deafened 
adults with CI (age at CI >60) and 10 age-matched listeners with NH, 
while performing an auditory Stroop task. Participants were required 
to classify the speaker’s gender (male/female) that produced the 
words ‘mother’ or ‘father’ while ignoring the irrelevant congruent or 
incongruent word meaning. Older CI and NH listeners exhibited com-
parable reaction time, performance accuracy, and initial sensory-per-
ceptual processing (i.e. N1 potential). Nonetheless, older CI recipients 
showed substantially prolonged and less efficient perceptual pro-
cessing (i.e. P3 potential). Congruency effects manifested in longer 
reaction time (i.e. Stroop effect), execution time, and P3 latency to 
incongruent versus congruent stimuli in both groups in a similar fash-
ion; however, markedly prolonged P3 and shortened execution time 
were evident in older CI recipients. Collectively, older adults (CI and 
NH) employed a combined perceptual and postperceptual conflict 
processing strategy; nonetheless, the relative allotment of perceptual 
resources was substantially enhanced to maintain adequate perfor-
mance in CI recipients. In sum, the recording of AERPs together with 
the simultaneously obtained behavioral measures during a Stroop 
task exposed a differential time course of auditory-cognitive process-
ing in older CI recipients that was not manifested in the behavioral 
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cesses (i.e. impoverished acoustic information transmitted via the 
CI) resulted in aberrant speech processing in young CI recipients.

  To date, AERPs have not been used specifically to study audi-
tory processing in older adults with CI. The working premise of the 
current study was that by increasing task complexity and degree of 
cognitive load, AERPs may expose auditory-cognitive processing 
difficulties of older adults with CI that do not manifest in tasks that 
tax cognitive control processes, to a lesser extent, like acoustic-pho-
netic discrimination tasks. A task developed specifically to evaluate 
the ability to attend selectively to a targeted dimension while ignor-
ing the irrelevant, conflicting dimension is the Stroop task [Stroop, 
1935]. Recently, we constructed an auditory Stroop task in Hebrew 
where listeners were required to classify the gender of the speaker: 
male or female, that produced two meaningful words: father /aba/ 
or mother /ima/, while ignoring the word’s meaning [Henkin et al., 
2010]. Stimuli were either congruent (male speaker producing the 
word ‘father’) or incongruent (male speaker producing the word 
‘mother’). Data from a group of young NH listeners indicated a 
significant behavioral Stroop effect that manifested in prolonged 
reaction time to incongruent versus congruent stimuli. In contrast, 
AERP’s latencies were unaffected by congruency, supporting the 
notion that conflict processing took place predominantly during 
postperceptual, response selection and execution stages [Henkin et 
al., 2010]. Hence, simultaneous acquisition of behavioral and AERP 
measures unraveled the auditory-cognitive processing strategy 
used by young NH listeners. The goal of the present study was to 
compare auditory-cognitive processing of older adult CI recipients 
to that of older NH listeners by means of AERPs and the simultane-
ously obtained behavioral measures during a Stroop task.

   Methods  

   Subjects.  Among older ( ≥ 60 years) postlingually deafened 
adults that were implanted at the Sheba Medical Center, Tel 
Hashomer, and were using their CI for at least 1 year, 9 recipients 
agreed to participate in the study and fulfilled the following inclu-
sion criteria: (1) no history of psychiatric, cognitive illness, brain 
damage, stroke, or any central nervous system disorders; (2) per-
formance within the normal range in the Mini Mental State Ex-
amination [Folstein et al., 2002], a questionnaire test that is com-
monly used to screen for cognitive impairment, and the Digit span 
test [Wechlser, 1997] known to reflect auditory attention and 
short-term retention capacity [Lezak et al., 2004].

  The mean age at implantation was 66.1 years (range 60–78), 
and the mean age at testing was 71.5 years (range 64.1–83.9). Indi-
vidual background information is provided in  table 1 . Ten older 
adults with NH for their age [Engdahl et al., 2005] that fulfilled the 
inclusion criteria participated as controls; their mean age at testing 
was 70.4 years (range 65–83). Group mean scores of the CI and NH 
listeners in the cognitive screening tests were comparable ( table 1 ). 
Seventeen participants were right handed and 2 CI recipients were 
left handed.

   Stimuli.  The Stroop task included two types of stimuli: (1) con-
gruent stimuli that were the Hebrew vowel-consonant-vowel 
words /aba/ (father) and /ima/ (mother) produced by a male and 
female speaker, respectively; (2) incongruent stimuli that were the 
words /aba/ produced by a female speaker and the word /ima/ pro-
duced by a male speaker. Stimuli, produced by 2 adult (male and 
female) native Hebrew speakers, were digitally recorded at 44-kHz 
sampling rate and 16-bit quantization using Sound Forge 4.5. 

 Table 1.  Background information for CI and NH listeners

Subject/
gender

Age at
testing,
years

Deafness
duration,
years

Age at
implant,
years

CI use,
years

Etiology CI side and
device

SRT, dB PTA
0.5 – 4
kHz, dB

HAB, % MMSE
score

Digit span 
score

CIS1/F 75.2 20 69.5 5.7 unknown right
Nucleus Freedom

20 21.3 50 28 10

CIS2/F 66.4 11 61.7 4.7 unknown left
MedEl sonata

30 26.6 55 30 11

CIS3/F 66.1 11 63.8 2.3 sudden HL right
MedEl concerto

35 31.3 47 30 13

CIS4/F 66.7 1 61.2 5.4 sudden HL right
MedEl sonata

25 37.5 30 26 10

CIS5/F 72 30 63 9 Menière right
Nucleus 24

35 28.8 55 30 14

CIS6/F 79.7 15 73.4 6.3 unknown right
MedEl sonata

30 23.3 65 29 12

CIS7/M 69.2 40 64.5 4.7 otosclerosis left
Nucleus Freedom

20 23.8 80 30 14

CIS8/M 83.9 30 77.7 6.2 unknown right
Nucleus Freedom

20 12.5 40 24 12

CIS9/M 64.1 40 59.7 4.4 unknown left
Nucleus Freedom

20 13.8 65 25 9

CI group (n = 9; 6 F)
Mean ± SD 71.5 ± 6.8 66.1 ± 6.1 5.4 ± 1.8 26.1 ± 6.5 24.3 ± 7.8 54.1 ± 14.8 28 ± 2.4 11.7 ± 1.8

NH group (n = 10; 4 F)
Mean ± SD 70.4 ± 6.2* 28.4 ± 1* 10.1 ± 2.1*

 HAB = Hebrew Arthur Boothroyd monosyllabic word test in open set; MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination. * p ≥ 0.07, Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney test.
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From a large sample of naturally produced stimuli, the final set of 
4 words with a duration of 375 ms each, were selected. Based on 
our previous experience regarding the effect of stimulus duration 
on the CI electrical artifact, each word was shortened from 375 to 
300 ms using the Pitch-Synchronous Overlap and Add method 
implemented within the PRATT 5.3.39 software package. All stim-
uli had similar vowel and consonant durations (initial vowel dura-
tion of 113–120 ms; consonant duration of 78–100 ms; final vowel 
duration of 84–110 ms). The average fundamental frequency of the 
two words produced by each of the speakers was stable within each 
word [male: /aba/ – 92 Hz, /ima/ – 100 Hz; female: /aba/ – 180 Hz, 
/ima/ – 190 Hz]. Stimuli were presented every 2 s at 62 dB SPL via 
a speaker located 1 m in front of the subject. All participants re-
ported that the stimulation level was comfortable.

   AERP Recordings.  Brain electrical activity was recorded from 32 
sites on the scalp using electrocap tin electrodes that were placed ac-
cording to the 10–20 system referenced to the chin. The impedance 
measured for each electrode was lower than 5 kΩ. A ground elec-
trode was placed on the mastoid contralateral to the CI. Eye move-
ments were monitored by electrodes above and below the right eye. 
Potentials were amplified from the EEG (100,000×) and electroocu-
logram (20,000×) channels, digitized with a 12-bit A/D converter at 
a rate of 1,000 samples/s, filtered (0.1–100 Hz, 6 dB/octave slopes) 
and stored for off-line analysis. The recording window consisted of 
a 200-ms prestimulus period and 1,800-ms poststimulus time.

   Procedure.  After electrode application, subjects were seated in 
a comfortable armchair in a sound-proof room and were instruct-
ed to avoid excessive eye and facial movements during recordings. 
Subjects were instructed to identify the speaker’s gender by press-
ing one of two possible buttons (1 male, 2 female) on the response 
box and to give equal consideration to accuracy and speed. Two 
hundred stimuli divided into two blocks of 100 stimuli were pre-

sented. The appearance probability of each stimulus was 0.25. 
Stimuli presentation order was pseudo-random, so that not more 
than two identical stimuli were presented consecutively. The order 
of the two blocks were counterbalanced across subjects.

   Data Analysis.  Record by record inspection was utilized in or-
der to identify and manually remove single records contaminated 
with artifacts during the time window of interest. Eye blinks that 
appeared in the electrooculogram signal were regressed out of the 
EEG using an eye movement correction procedure that was per-
formed off-line. AERP data from one CI subject was excluded from 
the analysis as recordings were significantly contaminated by eye 
movements and myogenic artifacts. EEG data of 2 CI recipients 
that included the CI electrical artifact with amplitudes exceeding 
±150 μV were subjected to independent component analysis (ICA) 
by means of the EEGLAB 4.5 [Delorme and Makeig, 2004] running 
in the MATLAB environment. The ICA was applied to remove the 
CI artifact according to Gilley et al. [2006]. The potentials N1, P3, 
and N4 were identified based on their latency, amplitude, and scalp 
distribution.

  The latencies and amplitudes of N1, P3, and N4 as well as per-
formance accuracy, reaction time, and execution time (time 
elapsed from P3 to reaction time) were subjected to multivariate 
analysis of variance with repeated measures using the mixed pro-
cedure for testing the effects of group (CI vs. NH) and congruency 
(congruent vs. incongruent).

   Results  

   Behavioral Measures.  Mean reaction time and performance ac-
curacy to incongruent and congruent stimuli in the NH and CI 
groups are presented in  table 2 . A significant main effect of congru-
ency indicated longer reaction time and reduced performance ac-

 Reaction time, ms Performance accuracy Execution time, ms

congruent i ncongruent congruent incongruent congruent incongruent

CI
Mean ± SD 746.5 ± 137.4 815.1 ± 147.7 94.8 ± 8.5 89.5 ± 10.7 110.6 ± 151.9 148.1 ± 160.1

NH
Mean ± SD 709.9 ± 41.3 782.3 ± 43.4 99.4 ± 1.3 95.3 ± 4.6 300.8 ± 101.3 364.3 ± 93.4

 Execution time – time elapsed from P3 to reaction time.

  

 Table 3.  Mean group latencies and amplitudes of N1 and P3 elicited by congruent and incongruent stimuli in CI and NH listeners

CI NH

congruent incongruent congruent  incongruent

latency, ms amplitude, μV latency, ms amplitude, μV latency, ms amplitude, μV lat ency, ms amplitude, μV

N1
Mean± SD 116.2 ± 5.8 –5.1 ± 2.1 117.3 ± 11.7 –6.6 ± 3.7 111.5 ± 9.4 –4.3 ± 2.1 115 ± 8.9 –4.5 ± 2.1

P3
Mean ± SD 610.8 ± 81 4.5 ± 2.4 619.8 ± 84.8 4.9 ± 2.2 406.5 ± 75.9 8.4 ± 3.1 418.1 ± 73.3 5.9 ± 2.8

 Table 2 . Mean group reaction time, 
percent correct, and execution time to 
congruent and incongruent stimuli in 
CI and NH listeners
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curacy to incongruent versus congruent stimuli [F(1, 17) = 155,
p < 0.0001; F(1, 17) = 14.1, p = 0.002, respectively]. The main effect 
of group and the group × congruency interaction were not sig-
nificant (reaction time: p = 0.46, 0.74; performance accuracy: p = 
0.1, 0.63, respectively).

   Auditory Event-Related Potentials.  In the NH group, N1 and P3 
were identified in 100 and 95% of recordings, respectively. Grand 
average waveforms to congruent and incongruent stimuli of the 
NH listeners that did not exhibit N4 are depicted in  figure 1 a (n = 
7). In the CI group, N1 and P3 were identified in 87 and 94% of 
recordings, respectively.  Figure 1 b shows representative wave-
forms to congruent and incongruent stimuli from CI subject 7. 
Only 30% of NH listeners and 25% of CI recipients exhibited the 
N4 potential.  Figure 1 c, d depicts waveforms that include N4 as 
seen in NH subject 3 and CI subject 6. Scalp distribution in both 
groups was frontal for N1 and N4, and parietal for P3.

  Group mean N1 and P3 latencies and amplitudes are presented 
in  table 3 . Significant main effects of group and congruency on P3 
latency indicated longer latency in the CI versus the NH group 
[F(1, 16) = 33.2, p < 0.0001], and to incongruent versus congruent 
stimuli [F(1, 14) = 6.5, p = 0.026]. The group × congruency inter-
action was not significant (p = 0.8). A marginally significant main 
effect of group on P3 amplitude indicated smaller amplitudes in CI 

versus NH listeners [F(1, 16) = 3.97, p = 0.06]. Furthermore, a sig-
nificant main effect of congruency on P3 amplitude indicated 
smaller amplitudes to incongruent versus congruent stimuli [F(1, 
14) = 9.4, p = 0.008]. A significant group × congruency interaction 
indicated that while amplitudes to incongruent and congruent 
stimuli were comparable in CI listeners, amplitudes to incongru-
ent stimuli were smaller in NH listeners [F(1, 14) = 9.4, p = 0.008]. 
The main effects of group and congruency on N1 latency and am-
plitude were not significant (p  ≥  0.1).

  Mean N4 latencies and amplitudes for NH were: incongruent 
733 ms (SD 111), –6 μV (SD 1.8); congruent 673 ms (SD 61), –5.9 
μV (SD 3.3), and for CI listeners: incongruent 836 ms (SD 196), 
–3.1 μV (SD 0.5); congruent 820 ms (SD 237), –4 μV (SD 0.1). Sta-
tistical analysis was not applied due to the small sample size.

   Execution Time.  Mean execution time to incongruent and con-
gruent stimuli of the NH and CI groups is presented in  table 2 . A 
significant main effect of congruency indicated longer execution 
time to incongruent versus congruent stimuli [F(1, 14) = 27.8, p = 
0.0001]. Furthermore, a significant main effect of group indicated 
that execution time was shorter in CI versus NH listeners [F(1, 
14) = 9.9, p = 0.007]. The group × congruency interaction was not 
significant (p = 0.5).

Latency (ms)

A
m

pl
itu

de
(μ

V
)

N1 N1
N1 N1

N4
N4

P3 P3
P3 P3 5 μV

300 ms

Congruent
Incongruent

Fz

Cz

Pz

a b c d

Fig. 1.  a  Grand average waveforms to congruent (grey) and incongruent (black) stimuli from three midline electrodes (Fz, Cz, Pz) from 
older NH listeners that did not exhibit the N4 potential (n = 7).  b  Averaged waveforms from CI subject 7 depicting N1 and P3.  c  NH 
subject 3 depicting N1, P3, and N4.  d  CI subject 6 depicting N1, P3, and N4. Stimulus onset is indicated by the upward arrow.
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   Discussion  

Postlingually deafened, older CI recipients exhibited a signifi-
cant Stroop effect that was similar in magnitude to that of age-
matched NH listeners. Moreover, performance accuracy, reaction 
times, and initial sensory-perceptual processing, as manifested in 
N1 latencies, were comparable in the two groups. Nonetheless, 
older CI recipients exhibited substantially prolonged and less ef-
ficient perceptual processing, as manifested in P3 latencies, and 
employed a differential conflict processing strategy.

  The finding of similar Stroop effect magnitude, reaction time, 
and performance accuracy in the studied groups highlights the 
substantial benefit gained from the CI device by older recipients. 
Furthermore, the comparable N1 latency and amplitude in the two 
groups reflect similar cortical detection and encoding of the phys-
ical characteristics of the stimulus [Näätänen and Picton, 1987]. 
Converging bottom-up and top-down information required at this 
early stage of cortical processing may underlie this finding.

  A significant difference between older CI recipients and NH 
listeners manifested in prolonged and diminished P3. Similarly, 
young postlingually deafened CI recipients showed prolonged and 
reduced P3 when compared to age-matched NH listeners while 
performing oddball discrimination tasks that included speech 
stimuli with low accessibility to the essential temporal and/or spec-
tral cues [e.g. Beynon et al., 2005; Henkin et al., 2009]. Numerous 
studies using a wide variety of stimuli imply that P3 reflects dis-
crimination, categorization, and closure of the stimulus evaluation 
process [see review by Polich, 2007]. Shorter P3 latency and larger 
amplitude are associated with highly synchronized neural activity 
that is evident when task demands are relatively simple. In con-
trast, with increasing acoustic-phonetic, semantic and cognitive 
demands, longer latencies and smaller amplitudes have been re-
ported [Henkin et al., 2009; Polich 2007]. Moreover, P3 has been 
suggested to reflect inhibitory activity that restricts processing of 
interfering, irrelevant events. As infrequent, low-probability stim-
uli can be of importance and relevance, it is adaptive to inhibit 
unrelated activity and, thus, increase neural synchronization that 
results in larger P3 amplitude to target stimuli [Polich, 2007]. On 
the other hand, high cognitive demand, such as the one imposed 
by a Stroop task, may limit attentional resources that resist inhibi-
tory control resulting in smaller P3. Taken together, the finding of 
prolonged P3 and comparable N1 latencies supports the notion of 
delayed processing time in older CI recipients compared to age-
matched NH listeners.

  In the current auditory Stroop task, listeners were required to 
identify the speaker’s gender that is predominantly based on the 
perception of the fundamental frequency (F0) (male: 92–100 Hz; 
female: 180–190 Hz). Our group of patients, using a variety of CI 
devices, exhibited high levels of performance accuracy (range 72–
100%) that were similar to those reported in previous studies, also 
showing that gender identification was not significantly affected 
by type of CI device [Landwehr et al., 2014]. Although listeners in 
the current study were instructed to focus on gender identification 
and to ignore word meaning, it is plausible that implicit linguistic 
processing (i.e. acoustic-phonetic, semantic) took place, even 
though it was not explicitly required. Interestingly, fMRI data in 
young NH listeners have shown no significant recruitment of the 
voice processing cortical region during a linguistic task, whereas 
during a voice recognition task, linguistic processing regions were 
activated. The authors suggested that the analysis of vocal features 
cannot be accomplished as an isolated process but only in addition 

to ongoing implicit verbal analysis [Kriegstein et al., 2003]. It is 
plausible that CI recipients allocated even greater linguistic/per-
ceptual resources, compared to NH listeners, to maintain high per-
formance accuracy. This notion is supported by PET data showing 
that despite similar performance of CI recipients and NH controls, 
CI recipients allocated more neuronal resources to acoustic and 
early phonologic stages at the expense of late phonological and se-
mantic processing [Giraud et al., 2000].

  The utilization of the current approach in which behavioral and 
electrophysiologic measures were obtained simultaneously ex-
posed a differential, effortful time course of auditory-cognitive 
processing in older CI recipients that did not manifest in the be-
havioral end products of processing, reaction time and perfor-
mance accuracy. As depicted in  figure 2 , congruency effects man-
ifested in reaction time (the Stroop effect), execution time, and P3 
latency in both groups in a similar fashion; however, substantially 
prolonged P3 and shortened execution time suggest that CI re-
cipients employed greater perceptual efforts to maintain adequate 
performance. Taken together, older adults (CI and NH) utilized a 
combined perceptual and postperceptual conflict processing strat-
egy; nonetheless, the relative allotment of perceptual resources was 
substantially enhanced, and the response selection and execution 
processes were significantly truncated in older CI recipients. Inter-
estingly, in agreement with the Stroop parallel processing model 
of MacLeod and MacDonald [2000], young NH listeners employed 
a predominantly postperceptual strategy that manifested in sig-
nificant congruency effects on reaction time with no effects on 
AERPs latencies [Henkin et al., 2010]. We, therefore, assume that 
listening becomes more effortful when perception is afflicted by 
age-related ‘normal’ changes in bottom-up and top-down process-
ing [Pichora-Fuller and Singh, 2006] and to a significantly greater 
extent when it is compromised by profound hearing loss habili-
tated by a CI.

  Support to an age-related effect on auditory-cognitive process-
ing also manifested in AERP morphology. Whereas a robust fron-
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      Fig. 2.  The time course (in ms) of auditory-cognitive processing to 
congruent and incongruent stimuli in older CI recipients and old-
er NH listeners. The bars represent mean N1 latency, P3 latency, 
and reaction time (RT). Execution time (i.e. time elapsed from P3 
to reaction time) is depicted by the broken line.         
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tal N4 potential was evident in 15/16 young NH listeners perform-
ing the auditory Stroop task [Henkin et al., 2010], only 3 older NH 
listeners and 2 older CI recipients of the current study exhibited 
N4. The absence of N4, known to reflect semantic processing, con-
textual integration and ease of accessing long-term memory [Kutas 
and Federmeier, 2000] in most participants, is supported by an 
age-related reduction in N400 in older NH subjects reported by 
Kutas and Iragui [1998]. Slower processing time and less efficient 
inhibitory mechanisms may lead to poor integration as indexed by 
a smaller or absent N4. This finding requires further substantiation 
and clarification regarding putative underlying mechanisms.

  Finally, data acquired in the current study from older CI and 
older NH listeners together with data from  young  CI and  young 
 NH recipients that we are currently collecting, may delineate the 
relative contribution of age, hearing loss habilitated by CI, and the 
interaction between the two. From a clinical perspective, with the 
growing number of older adults in the general population and 
those in need of CI in particular, such data may have implications 
regarding clinical evaluation and rehabilitation procedures that 
should be tailored specifically for this unique group of patients.
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